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1. I nt roduct ion

In most economies today we observe not only courts, but also regulators as law
enforcers. Establishing a regulator does not come without cost , including estab-
lishment and maintenance costs, possible errors in law enforcement, and problems
of corrupt ion and regulatory capture. Given the social and economic costs of reg-
ulators why do we observe regulators and not only courts? Are there condit ions
that make regulators better law enforcers than courts, and conversely, are there
condit ions when courts should be the primary law enforcers and when the cre-
at ion of regulators may be super! uous or even harmful? What should regulators
do and what should they not do? Answers to these quest ions are important for
understanding law enforcement mechanisms, and for thedesign of legal/ regulatory
systems.

E¤ect ive law enforcement is a primary concern for any legal system. Even the
best-designed law is useless unless it is complied with either voluntarily, or by use
of coercion. A substant ial literaturehasdeveloped that explores thecondit ions for
e¤ect ive law enforcement. At the core of this literature is the deterrence funct ion
of punishment as st ipulated by Becker (1968) and further developed by St igler
(1970) (see Polinsky and Shavell (2000) for a recent survey of this literature). The
implicit premise of this literature is that all relevant applicat ions of the law are
unambiguously st ipulated in the law and that the law can be enforced literally
provided that evidence is established, i.e. that law is complete (complete law
assumpt ion).2 Under the (implicit ) complete law assumpt ion, law can fully deter
if the level of punishment and the probability of detect ion are su¢ cient ly high
(Coase, 1960; Becker, 1968; St igler, 1970). Courtsshould betheonly law enforcers
we observe and legal systems should be primarily concerned with determining the
appropriate level of punishment and improving enforcement capacit ies.

There is also a voluminous literaturegoing back to Pigou (1932) on regulat ion.
This literatureregardsregulat ion asan intervent ion by thestateto addressmarket
failures caused by externalit ies and/ or informat ional problems. However, it does
not di¤erent iate among di¤erent inst itut ions that might address market failures,
such as courts or regulators. Moreover, while there is lit t le doubt that market
failure is a necessary condit ion for state intervent ion, market failure alone may

2The complete law assumpt ion is broad enought to cover uncertainty and informat ion issues,
which are di¤erent from problems caused by incompleteness of law. The enforcement literature
recognizes that there are uncertaint ies that a violator is caught or that evidence can be estab-
lished, as well as informat ion asymmetry between violators and law enforcers. Our sect ion 4
illustrates in a precise way the di¤erence between incomplete law and issues of uncertainty.
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not be su¢ cient to just ify the need for regulators. Applying the Becker-St igler
model we can show that court-enforced laws may be su¢ cient to deal with market
failures. Some of the best known examples for market failure can be addressed
in this fashion. For example, one can show that for complete law (see our de&-
nit ion below) that st ipulates compulsory insurance or compulsory warrant ies for
products, court enforcement e¢ cient ly solves insurance market failure problems
(Rothschild and St iglitz, 1976) or the lemons problem in used product markets
(Akerlof, 1970).

The reasons for the emergence or regulators and the funct ions they perform
is much disputed. It is widely argued that regulators are primarily the result of
interest group bargainsand that they perform funct ions, which could beperformed
equally well, if not bet ter, by courts (Posner 1974; St igler 1971; crit ically, however,
Goldberg 1976; Priest 1993). In contrast to the earlier literature, recent work has
shown that regulators can outperform courts as law enforcers when collect ing
evidence requires cost ly e¤orts and law enforcers need to be incent ivized to carry
out this task (Glaeser, Johnson and Shleifer 2001). Another explanat ion is that
regulators may be more robust than courts in the face of act ivit ies aimed at
subvert ing just ice (Glaeser and Shleifer, 2002).

This paper argues that in addit ion to market failures the emergence of reg-
ulators is a response to the deterrence failure problem due to incomplete law.
Incomplete law means that some relevant applicat ions of the law are missing, or
that they are ambiguously st ipulated in the law. When law is incomplete, neither
actors nor law enforcers can st ipulate whether a part icular act ion will fall within
the scope of a law and will therefore face sanct ions. To ensure compliance even
with incomplete law, legal systems could increase the level of punishment. How-
ever, this might result in excessive punishment of harmless act ions. A possible
inst itut ional remedy is to introduce a di¤erent law enforcement agent, which can
perform di¤erent funct ions than courts. Courts are designed to be reactive law
enforcers, that is they become act ive only once someone else (the vict im or a
third party) has init iated law enforcement proceedings. By contrast , a regulator
may init iate law enforcement proceedings and is thus in a better posit ion to stop
act ions even before harm has been done.

Our theory predicts under condit ions under which regulators may be superior
to courts, and vice versa. We show that a court regime can do well when &nancial
markets are small.3 When &nancial markets are large the problem of deterrence
failure becomes more serious. Therefore, regulators may be superior to courts.

3Implicit ly we assume that judges are competent and do not have moral hazard problems.
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Thesepredict ions are consistent with evidence from &nancial market regulat ion in
thetwo countries that spearheaded &nancial market development, UK and theUS.
For most of the19th century, courtswerethemost important law enforcers, relying
on legal principles developed for sales of goods and tort act ions to address cases
of stock fraud and misrepresentat ion of informat ion. Increasingly, stock markets
assumed regulatory powers and eventually state regulators were established (see
Part 7). Our predict ions and case study analyses concerning deterrence failure
of react ive law enforcement and the bene&ts of proact ive law enforcement by
regulators are consistent with a recent cross country study by La Porta et al.
(2002). We also discuss why courts may somet imes be superior to regulators
even when law is highly incomplete. This is the case when the expected harm is
contained, and when the cost of regulat ion is substant ial. We &nd support for this
proposit ion in the fact that the conduct of directors in a corporat ion is governed
by &duciary duty principles, which are highly incomplete, but are exclusively
enforced by courts (Pistor and Xu, 2002b).

The major contribut ion of this paper is the analysis of law enforcement under
incomplete law, in part icular the deterrence failure problem, and of opt imal inst i-
tut ional design to mit igate this problem.4 To focus on our basic point , this paper
does not deal with incent ive problems that judges, regulators, or lawmakers might
face, such as moral hazard problems, interest group capture, or corruption. We
are fully aware of the importance of these issues, which are discussed in a volumi-
nous literature on regulat ion (e.g., St igler, 1971; Posner 1974) and in more recent
analysesof thetradeo¤sbetween courtsand regulators (e.g., Glaeser, Johnson and
Shleifer 2001; Glaeser and Shleifer 2002). We will incorporate these issues into
the incomplete law framework in future research. Incompleteness of law, however,
is a su¢ cient ly important concept to be addressed separately. In part icular, this
paper suggests that under certain condit ions incomplete law and the result ing
deterrence failure may be of &rst order importance. Ult imately, the real cost of
regulat ion, which includes regulatory captureand the like, will have to beweighed
against the cost of deterrence failure.

Our theory builds on the Becker-St igler law enforcement literature, which pro-
vides a benchmark for our understanding of the funct ion of law and law enforce-
ment. It is also inspired by the incomplete contract literature, which provides
a paradigm for understanding socioeconomic inst itut ions in general (for original
contribut ions and debates, see Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart and Moore 1999;

4A more comprehensive statement of the incomplete law theory is developed in a companion
paper (Pistor & Xu, 2002a).
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Maskin and Tirole 1999; for an introduct ion into law literature, see Eggleston,
Posner and Zeckhauser, 2000).

This paper also relates to more recent research on the role of law for &nancial
market development and the tradeo¤s between di¤erent law enforcement agents.
First , there is a growing literature (e.g., La Porta et al., 1998, 2002) that provides
cross country evidence that law a¤ects &nancial market development. Our paper
contributes to this literature by ident ifying the inst itut ional mechanisms that
support &nancial market development; and by o¤ering case study analysis to
explain how law and legal inst itut ions a¤ect &nancial markets. Second, there is
a substant ial literature on the new economics of regulat ion (see an authoritat ive
survey by La¤ont, 1994), which explores opt imal regulat ion using contract theory;
and a substant ial literature that applies contract theory to law enforcement (e.g.
Mookherjee and Png, 1992; Polinsky and Shavell, 2000), which focuses on opt imal
deterrence and opt imal detect ion levels in the presence of informat ion problems.
By comparison, our focus is to understand why regulat ion may or may not be
needed in the &rst place.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect ion 2 develops the concept
of incomplete law and its implicat ions for law enforcement. Sect ion 3 sets up the
benchmark model. Sect ion 4 models complete and incomplete law under a �pure
court�regime. It shows that for any given level of incompletenessof law deterrence
failure can occur under certain condit ions and that this may lead to a break down
of the system. Sect ion 5 introduces a regulator as proact ive law enforcer and
analyzes the opt imal allocat ion of LMLE powers to regulators or courts. Sect ion
6 o¤ers comparative evidence for how legal systems have addressed the problem
of incomplete law. Sect ion 7 concludes.

2. I ncomplet e Law and t he A llocat ion of Law M aking and
Law Enforcement Power

Weregard a law ascomplete, if all potent ial harmful act ionscan beunambiguously
speci&ed in the law. Otherwise a law is incomplete - either because the law
contains gaps, i.e. it fails to address some act ions that with hindsight prove to be
equally harmful as those stated in the law, or because the law is designed to be
open-ended, implying that theboundariesof the law arenot clearly circumscribed.

Most of the literature on law enforcement to date assumes implicit ly that
law is complete, i.e. that all relevant applicat ions of the law are (or can be)
unambiguously st ipulated in the law. When law is complete, all rat ional agents
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in the economy should agree on a single interpretat ion of the law. In this world,
law can be enforced literally provided that evidence is established. Under this
assumpt ion, the major problem faced by a legal system is to design appropriate
sanct ions and to decide how much to spend on law enforcement so as to deter
violat ion. The legal inst itut ional design issue is not relevant in this framework,
because all that is needed is a lawmaking agent (legislature and/ or court) plus a
law enforcement agent with the power to enforce the law react ively, i.e. a court.
When relaxing the complete law assumpt ion and start ing from the premise that
law is inherent ly incomplete, court enforced law may fail to deter. Alternat ive
legal inst itut ions may turn out to be superior law enforcers.

To illustrate enforcement problems under incomplete law, consider the follow-
ing case. Most criminal codes around the world prohibit theft . Theft is usually
de&ned astheappropriat ion of an asset that isowned by another person by breach-
ing his or her possession. When electricity was invented some people uno¢ cially
hooked their households to electricity lines without signing a contract or paying
a bill. Evidence to this end was clearly established. St ill, the quest ion arose,
whether the act ion const ituted a theft , as it was unclear whether electricity was
an �asset�or �property�de&ned by law. In other words, technological change ren-
dered previously fairly complete law incompleteand resulted in under-enforcement
of the law, i.e. acquit tal of people who had commit ted some wrongdoing, but not
one that had been explicit ly de&ned in the law. Any legal system that seeks to
avoid punishing the innocent will punish only act ions for which a sanct ion has
been stipulated before they were commit ted. Adhering to this principle, the Ger-
man Supreme Court acquit ted the accused even though evidence had clearly been
established, arguing that electricity was not an �asset�.5 In 1900, the legislator
responded and �completed�the law by insert ing a new provision in the code that
deal speci&cally with appropriat ing energy. Similarly, the Penal Code of the state
of New York has over t ime expanded its de&nit ion of �property�, which may be
appropriated. Therelevant provision now includes�any art icle, substanceor thing
of value, including any steam, water or electricity�.6

Lawmakers can respond to the problem of incomplete law in di¤erent ways.
The German lawmaker added another highly speci&c provision in the law to cover
�electricity theft�. When new technology allowed goods to be sold in vending
machines that could be manipulated, or theft of gas at self-service gas stat ions
became common, they again introduced new provisions that speci&ed these ac-

5RGStr 29, 111 and RGStr 32, 165.
6Sec. 155 of the Penal Code of New York.
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t ions and the corresponding level of punishment. By contrast , the New York
lawmaker used more ambiguous terms to circumscribe the objects that may be
appropriated under its theft provisions. Both approaches leave law ult imately in-
complete. The German approach results in incomplete law, because the lawmaker
will never be able to capture all act ions that may result in the harm the law seeks
to prevent. The New York approach results in incomplete law, because it leaves
ambiguous, which act ionswill actually bepunished under thetheft provisions. For
the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the New York approach of writ ing a
broad, ambiguous law as �Type I� incomplete law, and to the German approach
of writ ing highly speci&c, yet by de&nit ion narrow, law as �Type II� incomplete
law.7

When law is incomplete, the design of inst itut ions that make and enforce
the law and the proper allocat ion of law making and law enforcement (LMLE
powers) to inst itut ions with di¤erent design features becomes crucial. We analyze
the tradeo¤s between two inst itut ions, courts and regulators. They di¤er in the
manner in which they enforce law (react ive vs. proact ive) and the timing of
enforcement (ex post vs. ex ante). A court regime enforces law reactively, that
is in response to a mot ion brought by another party, and in most cases ex post,
that is after harm has been done.8 When law is incomplete, this manner of law
enforcement may not be e¤ect ive, because the law may both under- and over-
deter result ing in the acquit tal of the guilty and/ or in the punishment of harmless
act ions. A legal system that seeks to avoid punishing harmless act ions will restrict
the level of punishment. Without a su¢ cient ly high level of punishment, however,
a pure court regime will fail to deter harmful act ions. The lack of deterrence may
be tolerable in some cases. However, when substant ial harm can result from
certain act ions, deterrence failure may result in substant ial social welfare loss.

To improve law enforcement, a regulatory regime may be introduced. LMLE

7There is a substant ial legal literature, which discusses norms and rules (e.g. Kaplow, 1992).
Although these concepts share some propert ies of what we called Type I and Type II incomplete
laws, the essence of the two theories are di¤erent : that literature focuses on the t radeo¤ between
the two; while our theory focuses on alternat ive legal inst itut ions to overcome problems caused
by incomplete law. Similarly, Hay, Shleifer and Vishny (1996) propose to use �bright line rules�
in laws in transit ion count ies because courts in these countries tend to be weak. Bright line
rules limit the discret ion of courts, but , as the authors themselves realize, are bound to be
incomplete, because they cannot capture all possible act ions. Concerning the relat ionship with
the indeterminancy literature please see Pistor and Xu (2002).

8An except ion to the ex post rule is a preliminary injunct ion, which enjoins further act ion
unt il the court has come up with a &nal ruling. Note, however, even in this case court act
react ively, i.e. only when others have brought an act ion.
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powers are now vested with an agent that can init iate law enforcement and pre-
vent harm. Examples for proact ive enforcement act ivit ies include approval rules
(entry requirements), invest igat ive powers, and the right to init iate enforcement
proceedings in court . Proact ive law enforcement can remedy deterrence failure in
some cases. A potent ial drawback of proact ive/ ex ante control is that regulators
may err in stopping too many harmless act ions, and thereby cause social wel-
fare loss. This danger may be mit igated by giving regulators lawmaking powers,
which ensures that their enforcement act ivit ies can feed direct ly back into their
lawmaking act ivit ies allowing them to ! exibly adjust rules over t ime.

In an area where inst itut ional/ technological change is comparat ively slow or
infrequent and where theexpected harm from act ions that arenot deterred can be
contained, ex antelawmaking by legislaturesand react ive/ ex post law enforcement
by courts may be adequate. By contrast , when act ions may result in substant ial
harm that may not be easily reversed, this approach to lawmaking may result in
under-enforcement of the law and consequent ly in substant ial social welfare loss.
Areas that are suscept ible to rapid socioeconomic and technological change are
part icularly prone to such problems. The rapid development of &nancial markets
and the constant &nancial innovat ions that have accompanied it , have challenged
the limits of lawmaking and law enforcement t ime and again. The recent scandals
that have plagued American &nancial markets are only the latest incidence of the
inability of law to fully deter harmful act ions. They also demonstrate that de-
terrence failure may endanger the funct ioning of an ent ire system when investors
loose con&dence in the foundat ions on which it was built . St ill, many innovat ions
may be welfare enhancing. It is often impossible ex ante to determine, which ac-
t ions are more likely to result in good or bad outcome. Legislatures may therefore
not be best placed in designing a law to e¤ect ively deter by tempering with the
level of completeness of the law, or by raising the level of punishment. Wait ing
for courts to determine the scope of liability, however, may come too late. In
this situat ion, allocat ing LMLE powers to an agent that can readily respond to
changes in the environment by making new law and by empowering this same
agent to enforce the law proact ively may be a better solut ion.

In the following sect ion we develop our model using a historical case of a com-
pany issuing shares to the public without disclosing all relevant informat ion as
an example. Our theory is not restricted to &nancial markets. It also applies to
other legal issues, such as safety standards and environmental protect ion, where
undeterred act ions may equally result in harmful outcomes that cause social wel-
fare loss. For the sake of clarity, however, we limit our analysis to this part icular
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case.

3. T he M odel

There are four players in the model: The share issuer, the investor, the lawmaker
and the law enforcer. The share issuer seeks to take act ions that will bene&t
him. The same act ions, however, may be harmful to investors that buy shares in
that company and possibly to the invest ing public at large, whose con&dence in
&nancial markets may be undermined. The funct ion of lawmaker is to minimize
the social welfare loss that may result from harmful act ions by designing law and
complementary legal inst itut ions to opt imize law enforcement.

To illustrate our model we use a famous case of the 19th century, Peak vs.
Overand and Gurney et al (decided by the House of Lords in 1873 (L.R. Vol. VI.,
377)). As will become clear throughout our discussions, the case resembles in
many ways current cases of corporate fraud.

Overand and Gurney were partners in the old &rm Overend and Gurney
(O&G) and acted as the&rm�sdirectors. After ! ourishing for many years, between
1860 and 1865 thecompany accumulated debtsamount ing to over £4 million, only
£1 million of which was deemed recoverable. O&G Co. et al. decided to at t ract
new capital by establishing a joint stock company (O&G Co.) and to use the
proceeds from that company to cover the debts of the old &rm. The prospectus of
the company published in July 1865 stated that the new corporat ion would carry
on the exist ing business and pay O&G £500,000 as a considerat ion for the old
&rm�s goodwill.9

An addit ional agreement madeat thesamet imewasnot disclosed. Thisagree-
ment st ipulated that the old &rm was to remain act ive unt il its debts had been
covered with proceeds generated by the new &rm. A suspense and guarantee ac-
count was opened and debited with the old &rm�s liabilit ies. This account was
credited with £500,000 received for the goodwill of the company. The directors
of the old &rm (who were, of course, ident ical with the directors of O&G Co.)

9Literally, the prospectus stated: �The company is formed for the purpose of carrying into
e¤ect an arrangement which has been made for the purchase from Messrs. Overend, Gurney
& Co. of their long-established business as bill-brokers and money dealers, and of the premises
in which the business is conducted, the considerat ion for the goodwill being £500,000, one half
being paid in cash and the remainder in shares of the company, with £ 15 per share credited
thereon, terms which, in the opinion of directors, cannot fail to ensure a highly remunerat ive
return to shareholders. (...) the vendors guaranteeing the company against any loss on the
assets and liabilit ies transferred.�
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reserved the right to liquidate the old company when they deemed it to be desir-
able or expedient . In May 1866 O&G Co. became insolvent. In June of the same
year the company was liquidated. William Peak as well as other investors sued
the directors of O&G Co. for deceit in an attempt to recover at least part of their
investments.

Formally, we suppose that the payo¤s for share-issuer O&G Co. and its direc-
tors10 and investors (Peak et al) are all related to the underlying value of O&G
Co.�s shares, s. The underlying value s is random following a distribut ion f (s).
To keep the model simple we assume that the distribut ion is uniform, or that
s 2 [¹ ¡ S; ¹ + S]. Here, ¹ is the expected value of all shares issued in this market
and S represents their variat ion.

In order to focus on issues that arise from incomplete law, we assume that the
lawmaker cares about social welfare, which is the sum of payo¤s (ut ilit ies) of all
issuers and investors. We also suppose that the share-issuer O&G Co. observes
a realized random outcome s, which is not observable by investors, and chooses
disclosure strategy ± with respect to s (what the issuer discloses about s is ±s).
We suppose that the choice of an (honest) strategy ± = 1 by O&G Co. bene&ts
investors most; conversely, investors are harmed if O&G Co. opts for cheat ing, as
denoted by, ± > 1. In this part icular case, disclosing the secret agreement that
revealed that the major purpose of the new O&G Co. was to serve the debt of
the old &rm, would have bene&ted investors. Failure to disclose and to assume a
goodwill worth £ 500,000 when theold company was essent ially bankrupt harmed
investors as they were buying worthless stock.

The payo¤ for investor Peak from investing in shares facing s is

U (±; s) = ws ¡ hs(±¡ 1)
| {z }

harm from being cheated

where, w is a parameter that determines the welfare gain from the random out-
come s to Peak when there is no cheat ing. h is the parameter of harm H related
to cheat ing ± ¡ 1: As a reduced form expression, w may be related to bene&ts
from dividends and share prices; and h may be related to losses caused by buying
the wrong shares or the wrong amount of shares.

We suppose that cheat ing is punishable by law. In fact , tort and contract
principles at the t ime imposed civil and criminal liability for deceit (Pistor and

10For the remainder of the paper, we will use �O&G Co.� as shorthand when referring to the
company and its directors or even only to the directors.
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Xu, 2002). After harm has been done and at a cost (e.g. the cost of lit igat ion),
investors as well as the court are able to observe O&G Co.�s actual disclosure
strategy with noise: ± + ", where " follows a uniform distribut ion " 2 [¡ x; x]
and the cost is Ã

x . Here, x is the quality of evidence. Speci&cally, the level
of punishment for cheat ing is a funct ion of the law and of the observed level of
cheat ing, i.e. (±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¿ and ¿ is to be determined by the lawmaker.11 The
payo¤ for O&G Co. from issuing shares employing strategy ± is

V (±; ¿; s) = bs + s (±¡ 1)
| {z }

¡ (±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¿
| {z }

gains from cheat ing punishment for cheat ing

where b is the coe¢ cient about O&G Co.�s gains from the true underlying value
s given the coe¢ cient for gains from cheat ing is normalized as one. As a reduced
form expression, b may be related to gains from earnings of the &rm (and gains
from stock opt ions). The social welfare is the sum of the expected payo¤s for all
investors and issuers

SW (±; s) =
Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S

Z x

¡ x
(V (±; s; ¿(±; ")) + u (±; s)) f (s) f (") d"ds

The focus of our analysis is on incomplete law, not on the problem of evidence.
Nevertheless, we assume that evidence is not perfect and decompose the evidence
from the incomplete law e¤ect when both a¤ect law enforcement. In the following
sect ion we show that when law is complete and evidence is perfect, i.e. x = 0,
court enforced law can achieve the &rst best so that at equilibrium no cheat ing
occurs.

4. Complet e vs. I ncomplet e Law and Det er rence Failure

We take complete law as our benchmark model. Under complete law, all possible
harmful act ions as well as the level of punishment are speci&ed unambiguously in
the law. This implies that the lawmaker, O&G Co., Peak, and judges all know
exact ly what obligat ions directors owe to investors and how a violat ion of these

11This formulat ion (±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¿ means that punishment is based on relat ive cheat ing and it
increases rapidly relat ively to the level of cheat ing. Compared with other possible formulat ions
for punishment , this formulat ion re! ects reality reasonbly well and makes our model simple.
In general, the punishment funct ion can be opt imally designed. But that will make the model
complicated without adding more insights.
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obligat ions, such as non-disclosure of relevant informat ion, relates to the harm
su¤ered by investors (buying worthless stock). In this benchmark case, the court
is the only enforcement agent. The court becomes act ive only after the investor
has &led a suit . Even if the court had better informat ion than investors, it could
not take act ion and to prevent O&G Co. from issuing shares. This follows from a
crucial design feature of courts, namely that they are neutral arbiters in a dispute
and are therefore prevented from taking sides. When law is complete, this does
not pose a major problem. The directors will know that their failure to disclose
relevant informat ion will be deemed a violat ion of the law, which may result in
civil liability or criminal punishment. They will therefore choose their disclosure
strategy accordingly. If the level of punishment and the probability of get t ing
caught are su¢ cient ly high, they will not cheat.

To capture the described challenges to lawmakers, we extend our model to
incomplete law. When law is incomplete this means that lawmakers, issuers and
investors cannot fully ant icipate the scope of their obligat ions and that they, but
also the judges, may disagree about the proper interpretat ion of these obligat ions.
Thus, O&G Co. may not face liability even when harm has been done (investors
lost their money) and evidence has been established (the secret agreement was
not disclosed), because they may not be liable for failing to disclose certain infor-
mat ion. If lawmakers and law enforcers cannot agree on the precise meaning of
the law, issuers - or in this case, the directors of O&G Co. - have a strong case ar-
guing that directors did not have any obligat ions to disclose the secret agreement
and therefore could not have violated them (this is precisely what the attorneys
of Overand and Gurney argued and the court held for them).

We suppose that a harm H to investors can be generated by a combinat ion
of act ions, a, which include issuing shares and disclosing strategy ±: i.e. (a; ±).
If shares were issued without any relevant informat ion having been disclosed,
the share issuance would resemble a lot tery. Arguably, investors could not claim
that harm has been done, because they knew that this was a gamble, not a fair
t ransaction. It is thecombinat ion of selling and cheat ing that is thecauseof harm.
However, ex ante a lawmaker does not know exact ly how a speci&c combinat ion
of selling and informat ion disclosure (a; ±) is linked to harm H .

If a lawmaker wants to ensure that most harmful act ions will be captured by
the law, the lawmaker will write a law that is broad and ambiguous with respect
to (a; ±; H ) (Type I incomplete law).12 We denote the degree of incompleteness,

12By implicat ion, the lawmaker must allocate the power to give meaning to this law in light of
speci&c cases to the law enforcer. Type I incomplete law thus implies that law enforcers (courts)
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or ambiguity, of the law as 1 ¡ q, where q 2 [1
2; 1] is the probability that a

part icular behavior will beconsidered a punishableo¤ensecorrect ly when evidence
is presented. The worst case scenario is q = 1

2, where the chance that a harmful
act ion will be punished is one half.

Wesupposethat thelaw speci&esthepunishment level of cheat ing as¿(±+ " ¡ 1)2,
where ¿ is to be determined by lawmakers. From O&G Co�s directors�point of
view, the expected punishment for cheat ing under incomplete law therefore is
q¿(±+ " ¡ 1)2. However, an incomplete law not only lowers the expected level
of punishment and thereby under-deters harmful act ions. It may also result in
punishment of harmless act ions. Speci&cally, the probability that the law leads
to mistake is (1 ¡ q) and the expected level of wrongful punishment is

(1 ¡ q) ´ ¿

Where, ´ is the weight of punishment for harmless act ions, which includes the
probability that harmless act ions are punished when incomplete law is applied
wrongfully. Therefore, O&G Co.�s expected payo¤ is

V (±; s; ¿) = bs + s(±¡ 1) ¡ q¿(±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¡ (1 ¡ q) ´ s¿

In the following, we model the simplest case where q is constant for all players
in the game. We assume that neither lawmakers nor law enforcers can observe s:
However, they do know the distribut ion f (s). The model follows the following
t ime line:

T iming of lawmaking/ enforcing

² date 0 �ex ante: Given the degree of the completeness of the law q; a law
with punishment level ¿ is designed and announced to the public;

² date1 �interim: O&G Co.�sdirectorsknow private information s and choose
disclosure strategy ± when issuing shares; Peak and other investors invest
without knowing s;

² date 2 �ex post: payo¤s are received; Peak sues the directors if he believes
that he was cheated; the law suit is based on observed disclosure strategy

exercise residual LM powers. How courts will exercise these residual LM powers may di¤er from
case to case.
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±+ " at a lit igat ion cost Ã
x , which covers invest igat ions costs as part of the

lit igat ion process; and punishment (±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¿ is administered.13

We &rst analyze the behavior of the directors of O&G Co.. At date 1, they
consider the level of completeness of the law, q; the punishment level speci&ed in
the law ¿; and thedistribut ion of noise that investors/ law-enforcersconfront when
observing their disclosure strategy. Based on this informat ion they will choose a
disclosure strategy to maximize their payo¤s:

max
±

Z x

¡ x

³
bs + s (±¡ 1) ¡ q¿(±+ " ¡ 1)2 ¡ (1 ¡ q) ´ s¿

´
d"

The solut ion to this program is :

± =
s

2q¿
+ 1: (IC)

We then analyze opt imal law. At date 0, the lawmaker takes the directors�
behavior ±(¿) as the incent ive compat ible constraint (IC) for writ ing an opt imal
law. Then for a given completeness level of the law, q; and the distribut ion of law
enforcer�s observat ion of noise, x; the lawmaker decides the opt imal punishment
level ¿ to maximize social welfare,

SW = max
¿;±

1
4xS

Z x

¡ x

Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S

Ã

V (±; s; ¿(±; ")) + u (±; s) ¡
Ã
x

!

dsd"

To focus on our basic point , we assume that under an opt imally designed law,
¿, all issuers are willing to issue shares, i.e. the following individual rat ionality
condit ion

v · V (±; s; ¿(±; ")) (IR)

is not binding.

4.1. Fir st Best and Second Best under Complet e Law

We take the case of complete law, i.e. q = 1; as our benchmark case. From the
following analysis, one can easily see that our benchmark case is a special case of
the Becker model (1968).

13To focus on our point , we choose not to endogenize investor�s decision about lit igat ion. In
fact , the results of our model will not be changed if vict ims lit igate randomly. In that case the
punishment coe¢ cient in our model may be interpreted as ¿ = ¼t; where ¼ is the probability
that vict ims lit igate and t is the punishment level.
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Proposit ion 4.1. When complete law isenforced react ively by courts, thesecond
best is achieved that at equilibrium all issuers will issue shares with the �opt imal�
level of cheat ing,

±¤ = 1 +
x
©

s > 1;

which is induced by the equilibrium level of punishment:

¿¤ =
1
2q

©
x

:

Here, © =
q

(3¹ 2 + S2) (2h ¡ 1).

Proof. This is a special case of the proof of the next proposit ion.
This result shows that under complete law the second best can be achieved so

that at equilibrium directors of O&G Co. exaggerate s by x
© s. Examining this

expression, it is easy to see that when x goes to zero, that is when evidence is
perfect , there will be no cheat ing (± = 1).14 This follows from the fact that when
the informat ion of law enforcers and issuers is symmetric, e.g. when evidence is
not noisy, the punishment level in the law can be su¢ cient ly high so that the law
can induce the &rst best disclosure strategy.

4.2. Det er rence Failure under I ncomplet e Law

When law is incomplete, the second best result will not be achievable. Moreover,
deterrence failure may occur.

Proposit ion 4.2. When law is incomplete at equilibrium there is more cheat ing
than in the second best solut ion

±i = 1 +
£
©

s > ±¤:

Here, £ =
r ³

x2 + 3´
q¹ (1 ¡ q)

´
> x. More cheat ing is caused by a lower than the

second best punishment level,

¿i =
1
2q

©
£

< ¿¤:

14Not ice that this special case of the model is a variat ion of Becker-St igler model (a complete
law model) under asymmetric informat ion and with a binding IR const raint .
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The proof of this result and all the other proofs in the rest of the paper are in
Appendix A.

From the above result , it is easy to see that the more incomplete the law is,
i.e. the lower q, the weaker the punishment ¿i .15 This will result in more cheat ing
±i . In addit ion, the more incomplete the law, the greater the likelihood that the
wrong act ions will be punished. This is because with a lower q, the expected
punishment of harmless act ions 3´

q¹ (1 ¡ q) increases.16

Incomplete law thus results in lower social welfare. To show this, let us sub-
st itute ±i and ¿i into the corresponding social welfare funct ion. Then we have

SWi (±; ¿) = ¹ (b+ w) ¡ 2¿

0

@́ ¹ (1 ¡ q)
| {z }

+
1
3

x2q
| {z }

1

A ¡
Ã
x

:

losses by incomplete law losses by imperfect evidence

The fact that incomplete law leads to less e¢ cient law enforcement may not
be surprising. A more important result we obtain from the model is that in-
completeness of law can cause deterrence failure. We de&ne deterrence failure as
social-welfare loss, which results from the legal regime�s inability to deter harmful
act ions.

In this paper, the deterrence failure is expressed by the expected underlying
value of the market ¹ . When ¹ goes up, both share-issuers and investors should
bene&t from it and this is indeed the case when law is complete.. However, the
following result shows that when law is incomplete, under some condit ions a total
deterrence failure occurs so that when ¹ increases social welfare plunges.

Proposit ion 4.3. Under incomplete law, holding everything else equal, social
welfare under a court regime, SWi is concave in ¹ . Moreover, there exist a ¹ ¤

such that when ¹ < ¹ ¤, SWi increases in ¹ ; when ¹ > ¹ ¤, the economy su¤ers,
i.e. SWi decreases in ¹ .

15Mathemat ically our model shares some similarit ies with Bolton (1986), who shows in an
implicit complete law set t ing that when there is no detect ion issue, an opt imal punishment
should be &nite. When there is a detect ion issue, the tradeo¤ between detect ion and deterrence
drives unlimited punishment . We thank Bolton and Mookherjee for point ing this out .

16If we allow for the IR condit ion to be binding that share-issuers may choose not to issue
shares if the chance of being punished wrongly is too high, our model can show that a more
incomlete law has a higher likelihood to over-deter.
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The intuit ion for deterrence failure is the following. For any given punishment
level, when ¹ goes up, the issuer�s bene&ts from cheat ing also increase. To deter
cheat ing the level of punishment ¿ would have to be increased. But for any given
incompleteness level of law this would also increase the expected punishment of
harmless act ions. To avoid excessive punishment of harmless act ions, the deter-
rence level is restrained. By implicat ion punishment becomes insu¢ cient to deter
increased cheating when ¹ is high. Therefore, the rate of social welfare SWi with
respect to ¹ changes in the negat ive direct ion; and when ¹ is su¢ cient ly high,
SWi decreases in ¹ .

As the facts of the case Gurney v. Peak reveal, the directors chose not to dis-
close the secret agreement or the true state of the old &rm. Peak as well as other
investors sued. The court held for the directors. It argued that neither statu-
tory nor case law established an unambiguous obligat ion of directors to disclose
contracts when issuing shares. Unable to eliminate uncertainty as to whether or
not the failure to disclose contracts would give rise to liability, the incomplete law
failed to deter the directors from cheat ing.

In response to the court verdict in Gurney v. Peak the legislature amended
the law and introduced a provision that companies must disclose contracts. How-
ever, this did not resolve the problem as what information must be disclosed to
investors, and what facts may be safely omit ted. In part icular, the law failed
to specify whether all contracts or what types of contracts had to be disclosed
and thereby created more confusion than certainty (see Pistor & Xu, 2002a for
details).

One may interpret ¹ as an index for the level of &nancial market development.
From this perspect ive the above result implies that for a given level of incomplete
law, when the &nancial market is less developed, i.e. when ¹ < ¹ ¤; a legal system
that relies on react ive law enforcement may be su¢ cient . However, deterrence
failure will occur when &nancial markets are more developed, i.e. when ¹ > ¹ ¤:
In fact , deterrence failure can be so severe that the market will collapse.

The above theoret ical results may shed some light on the t iming of the emer-
gence of a regulator. Speci&cally, our theory would predict that a regulator
emerges only when &nancial markets have reached a certain threshold. The fol-
lowing simulat ion example illustrates this.

Example 4.4. Deterrence failure and collapse of the &nancial market . We set
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the parameters for the model as:

q x S ´ c h b Ã
.9 1 1 6 1 2 .5 1

The following simulat ion &gure shows ¹ ¤ ' 20: SWi increases in ¹ when ¹ < ¹ ¤;
but decreases in ¹ when ¹ > ¹ ¤. More strikingly, when ¹ > 45 social welfare
becomes negat ive suggest ing a breakdown of the system. The decline of social
welfarewhen ¹ increasesshowsa total deterrencefailureand, when ¹ issu¢ cient ly
high, even the system�s breakdown. When ¹ increases, the issuer�s temptat ion to
cheat increases linearly. However, punishment ¿ increases at a decreasing rate.
This is because the chance to punish harmless act ions (due to the incompleteness
of law) constraints lawmakers from increasing ¿.

The following are some comparat ive stat ic results for social welfare under the
court regime.

Lemma 4.5. Under incomplete law, holding everything else equal, SWi has the
following propert ies: SWi increases in w; b; SWi decreases in h and S:

In the above analysis, the IR constraint is assumed to be non-binding and q
is assumed to be constant for all players in the game. In general, however, the IR
constraint may be binding when law is more incomplete with the implicat ion that
punishing harmless act ions becomes more likely. If we allow for IR to be binding,
we will have an even stronger case of over-deterrence. Facing the likelihood of
punishment (liability) for act ions they themselves may regard as harmless, honest
issuers may be unwilling to issue shares to the public.

The next quest ion to be addressed in the following sect ion is whether the
deterrence failure problem caused by incompleteness of law can be mit igated by
di¤erent legal inst itut ions or by a di¤erent allocat ion of LMLE powers.
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5. Proact ive vs. React ive Law Enforcement

To address the deterrence failure problem, we explore the allocat ion of LMLE
powers to di¤erent legal inst itut ions. As discussed above, courts are designed to
be react ive law enforcers, that is to enforce law only after others have brought an
act ion. We call a law enforcement agent that has the power to init iate and apply
law enforcement, a proact ive law enforcer. In theory, courts could be allowed to
init iate law enforcement, but this would undermine their role as neutral arbiters
and would turn them into regulators. Proact ive law enforcement includes the
power to enjoin act ions before harm has been done, to erect entry barriers for
potentially harmful act ions, and monitor theseact ions. Theproact ive law enforcer
(regulator) is vested with the power to make and adapt rules and regulat ions
within the scope of its jurisdict ion.

In the following we endogenize the allocat ion of LMLE powers to either courts
or regulators in light of the tradeo¤ between the potent ial deterrence failure of
the court regime and the maintenance and error costs of the regulatory regime.17

T iming of Lawmaking and Regulat ing:

² date0 �ex ante: lawmaker decides to allocateLMLE powerseither to courts
or regulators; if LMLEP is allocated to courts, an opt imal law is designed;

² date 1 �interim:

date 1.1: if LMLEP is allocated to a regulator, the regulator designs and
announces the disclosure rule and approval rule;

date 1.2: O&G Co. knows s (private informat ion) and takes disclosure
strategy ±.

date 1.3: regulator enforces disclosure rule and approval rule with discre-
t ion; only &rms that obtain approval may issue shares;

² date 2 � ex post : payo¤s are received and law suits result in punish-
ment/ liability of o¤enders.

We &rst analyze the tradeo¤s of the regulatory regime, and subsequent ly ad-
dress the opt imal regime choice.

17These cost factors will be discussed in more detail below.
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5.1. Opt imal Proact ive Enforcement

In our model, the regulator uses disclosure and approval rules to enforce the law
proact ively. Only companies that comply with disclosure rules will be approved.
All others will be prevented from issuing shares to the public. The regulator may
standardize the informat ion issuers must disclose ex ante. In fact , the ability
to standardize informat ion will lower the cost of law enforcement by regulators.
However, the regulator can reserve theright to requireaddit ional informat ion on a
caseby casebasis. Thisdiscret ionary power enables theregulator to makea better
informed decision when informat ion contained in theoriginal disclosuredocuments
gives rise to suspicion. Important ly, the regulator enforces the disclosure rule at
date 1, i.e. before shares are issued; by contrast, the court enforces at date 2, that
is only after harm has been done.

D isclosure Rule:
We assume that all issuers are required to disclose not only (±¡ 1) s as st ipu-

lated in the disclosure rule that is announced ex ante, but that they submit addi-
t ional information upon request by the regulator. The contents of this addit ional
informat ion, k, is determined to the regulator. The regulator may adjust both the
disclosure rule and the addit ional informat ion requirement k and thus ®(k; s; ±¤)
at any t ime. k may includeaddit ional account ing data, legal documents, including
contracts, or any other informat ion the regulator deems necessary for assessing
the request for approving a share issuance.18 Furthermore, we assume that the
cost of collect ing and disclosing informat ion, ck, is born by the issuers.

Applying this new enforcement regime to the case Gurney v. Peak, the newly
created O&G Co. will need to obtain approval from a regulator prior to issuing
shares. After surveying the prospectus with the provisions stated above, the
regulator will request addit ional informat ion k, to verify the informat ion presented
in the prospectus. Formally, with the informat ion disclosed by O&G Co., ±; and
the addit ional informat ion, k, requested by the regulator, the applicat ion will be
approved with a probability of ®(±; k). That is, Pr (approval) ´ ®(±; k) : We
assume that the approval rule is

®(±; k) =
³
1 ¡ e¡ k

´
exp (1 ¡ ±) , for ± ¸ 1:

This approval rule sat is&es the following propert ies:19

18In reality, a regulator may ask for informat ion k only randomly to reduce cost . To make
our model simple, we t reat k as determinist ic. The results will not change even if we interprete
k as expected disclosure requirement and assume that all players are risk neutral.

19While some of these propert ies may overstate what a regulator might do in pract ice, we
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Conservat ive: when the regulator has no informat ion about s (k = 0), it will not
approve any issuer�s applicat ion: ®(±; k = 0) = 0;

E¤ect ive: the higher the level of cheat ing, the lower the chance of get t ing ap-
proval: @

@±®(±; k) · 0;

E¢ ciency: informat ion is used e¢ cient ly, e.g. the higher the disclosure require-
ment, k , the more accurate the approval rule. (i.e. it will be less likely
for a cheater, but more likely for an honest issuer to obtain approval):

@2

@±@k ®(±; k) < 0; @
@k ®(± = 1; k) > 0 and ®(± = 1; k ! 1 ) = 1:

Knowing this approval rule, ®(±; k) ; O&G Co.�s expected payo¤ from issuing
shares with a strategy ± is

V (±; k) =
³
1 ¡ e¡ k

´
exp (1 ¡ ±) (bs + s (±¡ 1)) ¡ ckes:

O&G Co. will choose strategy ± to maximize its expected payo¤. From the &rst
order condit ion of O&G Co.�s program the opt imal disclosure strategy is

±R = 2 ¡ b:

The regulator ant icipates that all issuers will disclose informat ion as stated
above. Using strategy ±; the regulator�s corresponding approval rule is

®
³
k; ±R

´
=

³
1 ¡ e¡ k

´
eb¡ 1:

With the opt imal approval rule ®
³
k; ±R

´
; the regulator chooses disclosure re-

quirement k to maximize social welfare:

SWR (k) = max
±;k

1
2S

Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S
(®(±; k) (V (±) + u (±)) ¡ ck) ds

s:t: ± = 2 ¡ b (IC)

k ¸ 0

Lemma 5.1. The opt imal regulatory requirement is

kR = (b¡ 1) ¡ ln
c

¹ (1 + w + h (b¡ 1))

Everything else being equal, the requirement kR increases in ¹ ; and in b, w; kR

decreases in h and c; but independent from S.

propose that they are rough approximat ions of actual decision making processes.
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The opt imal disclosure and approval rule is determined by the trade-o¤ be-
tween informat ion collect ion cost on the one hand and reject ion rate on the other.
When k > kR; the cost of informat ion collect ion is higher than opt imal, while
more issuers will be approved. By contrast , when k < kR; the cost of reject ing
projects is higher than opt imal, but the informat ion costs are lower.

The intuit ion for these result is the following. Every thing else being equal,
when the expected underlying value of the market , ¹ ; is higher, or when the
bene&ts from issuing shares increases (either from investors (w); or from share-
issuers (b)) improving the accuracy of the disclosure rule is more bene&cial to
social welfare. The disclosure requirements will therefore go up. The bene&ts
from improving the accuracy of the disclosure rule increases more, if the bene&ts
for share issuer�s b and the harm su¤ered by investors, h, are both high, or if
bene&ts w and harm h for investors are high. In this case, kR increases more.
However, every thing else being equal, if the harm investors su¤er as a result of
cheat ing increases, the bene&t of improving accuracy of disclosure rule declines.
Thus, kR decreases.

Finally, every thing else being equal, an increase in disclosure cost c implies
that the optimal disclosure requirement kR should be reduced. This result has
implicat ions for the level of regulat ion at di¤erent stagesof economic development.
When informat ion collect ion technology is more advanced, c may be lower, and
thus kR may be higher.

Once the opt imal disclosure rule is determined, the optimal approval rule, the
opt imal disclosure strategy for issuers, and the corresponding social welfare under
the rules are determined.

SWR =
1

2S

Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S

³
®

³
±R; kR

´ ³
V

³
±R

´
+ u

³
±R

´ ´
¡ ckR

´
ds

= eb¡ 1¹ (1 + w ¡ h (1 ¡ b)) ¡ c

Ã

b¡ ln
c

¹ (1 + w ¡ h (1 ¡ b))

!

Proposit ion 5.2. Everything else being equal, under a regulatory regime social
welfare SWR is a convex increasing funct ion of ¹ ; moreover, it increases in b; w
and decreases in h.

The intuit ion for SWR being a convex increasing funct ion of ¹ is that there
is a trade-o¤ between the e¤ect iveness of proact ive enforcement and the cost of
imposing stringent disclosure rules. Since the cost of disclosure is a &xed cost,
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economies of scale are at work. Therefore, when ¹ is low, the cost burden of
disclosure is too high and the disclosure requirement kR has to be lower, which
- under the conservat ive regulator assumpt ion - will increase the reject ion rate.
However, when ¹ is su¢ ciently high, the disclosure burden (average cost of dis-
closure) becomes small so that kR will be higher and approval more accurate.

5.2. Regime Select ion

We now turn to the opt imal allocat ion of LMLE powers under incomplete law.
Formally, the lawmaker chooses a regime, which, given a part icular allocat ion of
LMLE powers, generates the highest social welfare, i.e.

max
n
SWi (¿; q) ; SWR (k; c)

o

where, SWi is the maximal social welfare level when an opt imal law is enforced
by a court regime:

SWi = ¹ (b+ w) ¡ 2¿
µ

´ ¹ (1 ¡ q) +
1
3

x2q
¶

¡
Ã
x

:

And SWR is the maximal social welfare level when an opt imal regulatory rule is
designed and enforced by a regulator:

SWR = eb¡ 1¹ (1 + w ¡ h (1 ¡ b)) ¡ c

Ã

b¡ ln
c

¹ (1 + w ¡ h (1 ¡ b))

!

Comparing opt imal social welfare levels achieved by the two regimes, SWi and
SWR, we obtain the following results:

When law is more complete or when the variat ions across shares traded in
the market is smaller, a court regime is more e¤ect ive than a regulatory regime.
By contrast , when law is highly incomplete or variat ions across shares are high,
a regulatory regime is more e¤ect ive. The reason is that highly incomplete law
as well as high levels of variat ion across shares cause deterrence failure in the
court regime. A regulator that is endowed with proactive LMLE powers can rely
more on prevention than on deterrence and enforce law more e¤ectively under
these condit ions. The disclosure costs associated with the proact ive approach
are substant ial. When deterrence failure is not a major problem, a court regime
dominates over a regulatory regime.

We summarize this result in the following proposit ion.
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Proposit ion 5.3. Everything else being equal, there exists a q¤ such that if

q

(
>
<

)

q¤ then SWR

(
<
>

)

SWi .

Proposit ion 5.4. Every thing else being equal, there exists a S¤ such that if

S

(
<
>

)

S¤ then SWR

(
<
>

)

SWi .

Since q and S a¤ect only the social welfare in the court regime the proofs are
straight forward and are therefore omit ted.

The second result compares two regimes with respect to di¤erences in the
underlying share value ¹ in the market . It says that when ¹ is low, a court regime
dominates over a regulatory regime, and when ¹ is high, a regulatory regime
dominates over a court regime.

Proposit ion 5.5. Thereexistsa ¹ ¤ such that if ¹

(
>
<

)

¹ ¤ then SWR

(
>
<

)

SWi .

Example 5.6. In the following example, we show that when the level of incom-
pleteness of the law is set at q = 0:9, then ¹ ¤ = 9:8. In this economy, where
¹ < ¹ ¤, a court regime is more e¤ect ive than a regulatory regime (SW R < SWi ).
However, when ¹ > ¹ ¤ , a regulatory regime dominates (SWR > SWi ).

The basic mechanism that drives the above results is the tradeo¤ between
the ine¤ect ive deterrence caused by incomplete law in the court regime, and the
cost of disclosure rules as well as likely inaccuracies of the approval rule in the
regulatory regime. When ¹ is low, the temptat ion for the directors of O&G Co.
to cheat is also low as they will generate fewer bene&ts from cheat ing. Thus, the
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deterrence mechanism of a court regime may be reasonably e¤ect ive even under
incomplete law. A regulatory regime may be too cost ly in such an environment.
Since disclosure cost is a &xed cost to O&G Co. and other share-issuers, there
are economies of scale so that when ¹ is low, the regulatory regime incurs relat ive
high disclosure costs. When the direct bene&ts of t rading shares is low, the equi-
librium disclosure requirement is lower, which reduces the disclosure cost . At the
same t ime, a weaker disclosure requirement makes a regulatory regime that relies
on disclosure and approval less e¤ect ive. In part icular, given the conservat ive
regulator assumpt ion, many share issuers may be rejected for the wrong reasons.
Therefore, when ¹ is low, a court regime dominates.

When ¹ is high, the temptat ion for issuers (the directors of O&G Co.) to
cheat increases under a court regime. If the expected punishment level increases
su¢ cient ly, the temptat ion may be e¤ect ively controlled. However, incomplete
law may also result in sanct ioning harmless act ions s´ (1 ¡ q) : To avoid over-
deterrence, the punishment level ¿ will be contained. Thus, although a high ¹
itself should direct ly bene&t both O&G Co. and Peak, when ¹ is large enough
the social losses generated by undeterred cheat ing may out-weigh these bene&ts.
When ¹ is su¢ cient ly high, the disclosure cost of a regulatory regime are less of a
problem. Therefore, the equilibrium disclosure requirement kR can be increased,
which in turn improves the e¤ect iveness of the approval rule. As a result , the
regulatory regime performs better than the court regime when ¹ is high; and the
higher ¹ ; the larger the di¤erence.

The third result compares the two regimes to assess the level of harm that will
result from cheat ing, h. It says that when the level of harm is relat ively low, a
court regime is more e¢ cient . However, when the harm level is relat ively high, a
regulatory regime is more e¢ cient .

Proposit ion 5.7. If the expected level of punishing harmless act ions as a result

of incomplete law is not lower than a crit ical level (
r

´ ¹ (1¡ q)
q > e¡ 1), there exists

a h¤ = e¡ b+ 1 w+ b¡ eb¡ 1(w+ 1)
b such that if h ¸ h¤ then SWR > SWi . Moreover, if h

is su¢ cient ly low, SWi > SWR.

The intuit ion of this result follows from the same tradeo¤s of the two regimes
we discussed earlier. When the harm of cheating h is low, a moderate punishment
level may work reasonably well. That means that the impact of restrict ing pun-
ishment to avoid punishing harmless act ions on the deterrence e¤ect of the law is
small. By contrast , in a regulatory regime, a lower h leads to a lower kR; which
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will lower the e¤ect iveness of the approval rule. Thus, the court regime dominates
over the regulatory regime.

When, however h ishigh, thepossibility of punishing harmlessact ions, s´ (1 ¡ q),
restricts the equilibrium level ¿ and thus reduces the deterrence e¤ect of the court
regime. At the same t ime a higher h leads to a higher kR;or a more e¤ect ive ap-
proval rule, in a regulatory regime. As a result , when h is high, a regulatory
regime is more e¢ cient than a court regime.

Our last two resultscomparethetwo regimeswith respect to bene&tsO&G Co.
obtains from issuing shares without cheat ing, b; and the bene&ts Peak generates
from invest ing in these shares w. To simplify our notat ion, we set Á = 1+ w + hb.

Proposit ion 5.8. For ¹ > c Á
(Á¡ h)(eb¡ 1Á¡ 1) , there exist b¤ such that if b

(
>
<

)

b¤

then SWR

(
>
<

)

SWi .

The above result says that when O&G Co.�s bene&ts from issuing shares b
is relat ively low, a court regime dominates. This is because with a low b the
disclosure requirement will be lowered, which in turn will lower thee¤ect iveness of
the approval rule. However, at equilibrium the punishment level ¿ is independent
from b: Thus, the performance of the court regime does not decline as much when
b is low.

However, when b is high, but the level of punishment, ¿; does not respond
adequately, yet kR and the e¤ect iveness of the approval rule can be improved, a
regulatory regime dominates.

The following result is about w, the investor�s bene&t from invest ing in shares.
It shows that when w is relat ively low, the regulatory regime dominates over the
court regime. But when w is relat ively high, the court regime dominates.

Proposit ion 5.9. There exist w¤ such that if _w

(
>
<

)

w¤, SWi

(
>
<

)

SWR.

5.3. I ncomplet e Law by Design

So far, deterrence failure has been derived when the incompleteness of law was
exogenously given. In this subsect ion we give lawmakers (legislatures and/ or
courts) the ability to improve the relat ive completeness of the law so that the
degree of completeness of law is opt imal. We use this case to check the robustness
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of our model; reality is likely to lie somewhere between these two extremes. We
demonstrate that if the law can be maintained at an opt imal level of completeness
at all t imes, deterrence failure can be contained. However, even in this case
deterrence failure of the court system cannot be eliminated completely. Thus,
under certain condit ionsa regulatory regimecan st ill besuperior to a court regime
even when incompleteness of the law is always opt imally determined. Moreover,
those condit ions are qualitat ively consistent with our previous predict ions.

To revise law to an opt imal level of completeness, lawmakers need to collect
informat ion about potent ially harmful act ions and their impact on social welfare.
They will also need to assess the e¤ect iveness of di¤erent kinds of punishments,
etc. Collect ing informat ion is cost ly and the cost increases rapidly when the
requirement for completeness increases. The opt imal completeness level of a law
is determined by the trade-o¤ of e¤ective law enforcement and its bene&ts on the
one hand, and the cost society incurs by writ ing more complete law on the other.

We assume that lawmakers are able to improve completeness of law from q to
q+ p at a cost of c

1¡ q¡ p. The t iming of the game is the same as above, except that
when the lawmaker decides to allocate LMLE powers to courts, it will not only
determine the level of punishment, ¿; but also improve the law by p. Returning
to Gurney v. Peak, knowing the level of completeness of the law as q+ p and the
punishment level ¿, O&G Co.�s opt imal disclosure strategy is now

± =
s

2¿(p + q)
+ 1:

Taking into account O&G Co.�s behavior, lawmaker chooses p and ¿ to maximize
social welfare,

SW¶ = max
p;¿;±

1
4Sx

Z x

¡ x

Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S

³
(V (±; s; ¿(±; ")) + u (±; s)) ¡ c

(1¡ q¡ p) ¡ Ã
x

´
dsd"

s:t: ± =
s

2¿(p + q)
+ 1 (IC)

v · V (±; s; ¿(±; ")) (IR)

There is no close form solut ion for this model. We therefore apply numerical
analysis to endogenized incomplete law and the corresponding regime select ion
problem.

As demonstrated by our simulat ions (see Appendix B), when the level of in-
completeness of law is endogenized, the performance of a court regime can be
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substant ially improved, especially when ¹ is high. It is now possible for social
welfare to increase in ¹ even when ¹ is very high, despite the fact that deterrence
failure under a court regime reduces social welfare. Although quant itat ively a
court regime can do a lot bet ter, qualitat ively most of our comparat ive stat ic
results concerning the regime select ion remain unchanged. The reason is that de-
terrence failurecannot becompletely avoided. Therefore, under certain condit ions
a regulatory regime outperforms a court regime even under opt imal incomplete
law.

We use simulat ions to illustrate these condit ions. Responses of the two legal
regimes to changes in parameters h; b; w and ¹ are compared. All the simulat ion
results shown for the court regime are at opt imal laws (p¶; ¿¶); and the simulat ion
results shown for regulatory regime are at optimal regulat ion kR.20

These simulat ion results illustrate that the trends of regime select ion with
respect to parameters h; b; w are qualitat ively the same when the degree of in-
completeness of law is opt imally chosen. Moreover, those results also collect ively
demonstrate that with endogenized incompleteness in law the trend of regime se-
lect ion with respect to ¹ is also not changed. This is because the crit ical values
h¤; b¤; w¤ as funct ions of ¹ all change in the same direct ion for regime select ion
when ¹ changes.

6. Evidence from Financial M arket Regulat ion

In this sect ion we present evidence from the evolut ion of securit ies regulat ion
and corporate law in England and the United States to support the theoret ical
&ndings presented above. We discuss three scenarios. First, law enforcement
(only) by courts; second, the emergence of regulatory funct ions in response to the
incompleteness of law; and third, cases where even under incomplete law, it is
opt imal to allocate residual LMLE power to courts, rather than regulators.

20Rigorously the results we show are in the neighborhood of opt imal (p¶; ¿¶). The qualitat ive
propert iesobserved in theseapproximat ionswill not bea¤ected if wereplace them with arbit rary
accurate numerical solut ions. This can be easily shown by using the relevant upper- and lower-
bound est imat ions of p¶. For the sake of space, we omit all details. However, all simulat ions
results shown in the paper are available upon request .
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6.1. Law Enforcement by a �Pure Cour t �Regime

When stock markets in Europe and the United States developed in the 19th cen-
tury, these countries had fairly well funct ioning courts and a substant ial body of
both case and statutory law to deal with breach of contracts, fraud, and deceit .
Nevertheless, the transfer of and trading in securit ies challenged exist ing law and
rendered it ine¤ect ive, because it could not deter harmful act ions e¤ect ively. Ex-
ist ing criminal law could deal with simple forms of embezzlement, contract law
had developed thebasic principlesof allocat ing power and responsibilit iesbetween
the part ies to sales of goods transact ions, and tort law had established the basic
condit ions for holding someone liable for fraud. When courts applied these prin-
ciples to cases where company directors or promoters misrepresented informat ion
to investors, however, they often ended up acquit t ing the defender or dismissing
the case. The problem did not lie in incompetent or corrupt courts. In a more
detailed analysis of the evolving case and statutory law in England in the 19th
century (Pistor&Xu, 2002a) weshow that most legal solut ions weredefensibleand
consistent with exist ing legal doctrine. Even when courts or legislatures changed
the law in response to thechallenges posed by transact ions in securit ies, thesenew
solut ions were quickly rendered incomplete again, as they were highly incomplete,
part ies devised strategies to circumvent them, or &nancial innovat ions made them
obsolete. An example is the addit ion of an obligat ion for issuers to disclose �con-
tracts�in the English companies act in response to the court�s ruling in Overand
and Gurney v. Peak. The new law was ine¤ect ive, because it failed to specify,
what contracts should be disclosed (Robb, 1992).

One of the most important challenges the legal system faced was how to deal
with the consequences of informat ion asymmetry. Previously, courts had held
the buyer to the standard of �caveat emptor�, let the buyer beware. While this
doctrine made sensewhere buyers could easily inspect a good, it created problems
when it is very hard for share-buyers to verify the �t rue�value of the shares of a
company or the�t rue�informat ion of a company. Even after courts had recognized
serious consequences of misleading informat ion, they were st ill reluctant to hold
issuers, promotersor directors liable, unlessthey intent ionally defrauded investors.
They feared that doing so would deter �honorable�men from engaging in &nancial
market act ivit ies and leave them to less trustworthy suspects.21 In other words,
courts sought to limit thescopeof law in order to avoid over-deterrence. A related
problem was, whether a seller owed obligat ions only to his contractual party, i.e.

21This was explicit ly stated in Derry and Others v. Peek, [1886-90] All E.R. Re 1.
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the buyer that had bought a security from him, or also to subsequent buyers on
thesecondary market . In order to limit the risk of issuers, courts for themost part
required some special relat ion between plaint i¤ and defendant, even in tort cases.
This left investors who had bought their shares from innocent intermediaries on
the secondary market with lit t le legal protect ion.

Similar principles were applied by courts in the U.S. right up to the stock mar-
ket crash of 1929/ 1933. The case Ultramares Corp. vs. Touche 22 concerned the
quest ion whether an account ing &rm should be held liable for cert ifying accounts
that had been forged. While it was ruled out that the accountant posit ively knew
about the fraudulent act ion, it was equally clear that they had made no attempt
to verify changes in the books that were included by hand after the books had
already been closed. The court dist inguished those cases where �what is released
or set in mot ion is a physical force� from cases where only �words, writ ten or
oral�are released to third part ies. In other words, although the accountants were
clearly negligent , and knew that their reports would be transmit ted to third par-
t ies, such as creditors and investors, they should not be held liable for negligence
vis-a-vis shareholders, because they had a contractual relat ion only with the com-
pany. �Negligence alone is not a subst itute for fraud� (p. 29). In light of the
market crash, many observers felt that exist ing law enforcement mechanisms as
represented by Ultramares and similar cases were not su¢ cient to protect theever
growing number of investors from abuse and to avoid major market crashes of the
kind witnessed in 1929 (Landis, 1938).

6.2. T he Emergence of a Regulat or

The &rst &nancial market regulators that emerged in England and the US were
the stock exchanges. Unt il late in the late 19th century, the LSE was caut ious in
regulat ing share issuers, at least in part because the exchange feared that these
companies might migrate to other exchanges it was compet ing with. However, a
seriesof &nancial market scandals led to a revision of thispolicy. By theend of the
19th century, the LSE did screen companies seeking list ing on the exchange. The
requirements used were low by today�s standards, but exceeded the requirements
of exist ing company law at the t ime. The rules required the submission of a
copy of the prospectus and a statutory declarat ion stat ing the amount allot ted
to the general public and to others, the amount paid up, and that the securit ies
were ready to be issued. In the case of new companies a statement of capital

22Ult ramares Corp. v. Touche, 174 N.E. 441 (N.Y. 1931).
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and the nominal value of shares had to be listed together. Only companies that
complied with them would be quoted on the exchange and the exchange reserved
the right not to admit companies or to request addit ional informat ion (Morgan
and Thomas, 1962). These requirements are consistent with our de&nit ion of
proact ive law enforcement.

Themost important stock exchangethat emerged in theU.S. wastheNew York
Stock Exchange. The original const itut ive acts regulated members and traders,
but not issuers. However, as early as 1853 did the New York Stock Exchange
st ipulate requirements for companies that wished to be listed on the exchange.
They had to provide complete statements of shares outstanding and capital re-
sources. In 1869 a rule was introduced that required all shares to be registered
with a bank or other appropriate inst itut ion and in 1895 it recommended, albeit
not mandated, that all companies submit ted annual reports with income state-
ments and balance sheets. The stock exchange reserved the right to refuse list ing
of companies that failed to comply with the above criteria. In 1923 it established
a fraud bureau and in 1926 t ightened list ing requirements, encouraging companies
to give equal vot ing rights to shareholders. NYSE assumed these regulatory func-
t ions not because a law required it to do so, but in order to protect its business
and to enhance its posit ion vis-a-vis compet itors. The expansion of its regulatory
funct ions re! ects a growing concern with the lack of e¤ect ive law enforcement
administered by the general legal framework, i.e. by the courts.23

Yet, the at tempt by NYSE to compliment a purely react ive system of law
enforcement by a proact ive regime was insu¢ cient . It could be e¤ect ive only for
companies that were listed on theexchange, but waspowerlessvis-a-viscompanies
that chose to trade their shares elsewhere. Yet, the general loss of con&dence in
securit ies markets investors experienced also a¤ected NYSE. Realizing the limits
of its own regulat ion as well as the compet it ion from other exchanges, NYSE sup-
ported the enactment of the federal securit ies regulat ions in 1933/ 34 (Seligman,
1983).

The event that brought a fundamental change in the law on investor protec-
t ion was the stock market crash of 1929. Congressional hearings led lawmakers
to conclude that investors had lost over US $26 billion as a result of fraudulent
act ions (Seligman 1983). In the eyes of lawmakers the 1929 stock market crash
had demonstrated that wide spread cheating if left unat tended could cause dam-

23For an overview of the history of NYSE and the regulatory measures it int roduced over
t ime, see the web page of NYSE at ht tp:/ / www.nyse.com/ about/ about .html. See also Co¤ee
(2002a); and Michie (1987).
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ages that a¤ected not only shareholders, but undermined con&dence in &nancial
markets more broadly, and even a¤ect the development of the ent ire economy
(Romer, 1990).24 In other words, the crash demonstrated the scope of negat ive
externalit ies that could result from harmful act ions that were not e¤ect ively de-
terred. The establishment of the federal securit ies regulator can be regarded as a
response to deterrence failure, which is a consequence of incomplete law.

The 1933/ 34 securit ies and exchange legislat ion vested a regulator with the
power to monitor the market and ensure compliance with the law. The core pro-
vision of the 1933 Securit ies and Exchange Act (SA) is that the distribut ion of
any security is not lawful unless it has been registered (Sec. 5) with the SEC
and unless it is accompanied by a prospectus that meets the requirements further
st ipulated in the Act. The registrat ion requirements allow the SEC to review the
informat ion and to launch an invest igat ion should thereby any evidenceof wrong-
doing. This is consistent with the spirit of our model: In case the informat ion
disclosed by the share issuer does not ful&ll the standards set by the SEC, the
public issuance will be delayed or even be enjoined. The registrat ion requirement
does not amount to a full approval process as st ipulated in the model. However,
the ability of the SEC to stop the issuance amounts to a denial of approval. In
addit ion, theSEC may inst itute formal proceedings that result in a refusal or stop
order (Sec. 8b, 8d SA). To exercise its power as regulator, the SEC was vested
with extensive invest igatory powers, which include the power to administer oaths,
request the product ion of books or any other material, and take evidence (Sec.
19b SA). In addit ion, violators of the law may be held liable in civil and/ or crim-
inal court. The SEC also exercises substant ial lawmaking powers. According to
Art . 19 SA, the SEC�shall have authority from time to t ime to make, amend, and
rescind such rules and regulat ions as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this Act , including rules and regulat ions governing registrat ion statements and
prospectuses and de&ning account ing, technical and trade terms under this Act�.
The SEC has made extensive use of its residual lawmaking powers by enact ing
rules on the scope and form of disclosure.

In sum, evidence from the US and the UK suggests, that the emergence of a
&nancial market regulator is largely consistent with the theory that we develop in
this paper and in our companion paper. Regulators emerged in response to the

24Romer analyzes the link between the stock market crash of 1929 and the subsequent Great
Depression. She suggests that contrary to analyses by many economists, who have treated the
two events as coincidental, the decline in stock prices has a¤ected consumer spending and the
con&dence in future income.
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problem of incompleteness of law that rendered lawmaking by legislatures and/ or
courts and react ive law enforcement by courts alone ine¤ect ive.

6.3. Cour t s as Super ior Lawmakers and Law Enforcers under I ncom-
plet e Law

The foregoing analysis has shown that regulators emerged in response to deter-
rence failure caused by incompleteness of law. Regulators hold both residual
lawmaking and law enforcement power. Their residual lawmaking power enable
them to adjust rules in response to changes in market pract ice or technological
progress, or to specify the meaning of regulat ions that would otherwise result in
extensive lit igat ion. Their residual law enforcement power enable them to enforce
the law proact ively, i.e. to intervene independent of whether or not others, such
as the injured party, or a party that is likely to be injured if an act ion is not
enjoined, has taken any act ion. Unlike courts that are passive and purely react ive
enforcers, regulators can act on their own account.

Given these advantages of a regulator, one may ask why we observe regulators
only in selected areasof the law. Limit ing our analysis to thearea of corporate law
and securit ies regulat ion, why, for example, don�t we observe regulators making
and enforcing rules that govern directors�conduct in day-to-day management?
This area of the law has been ent irely left to the courts, which use a highly
incomplete concept, &duciary dut ies, to determine the scope of directors�liability.
State legislatures in the U.S.25 have carved out some areas of behavior that is
governed by &duciary duty principles and established primarily procedural rules
to deal with typical cases of con! ict of interest , such as self-dealing. Directors
and others facing con! ict of interest situat ions have to follow certain procedural
devices, such as disclosing their con! ict of interest and obtaining approval by the
disinterested membersof theboard, or even by theshareholder meet ing. However,
these instances have been relat ively limited. In other areas, where the director is
not an immediate party to a transact ion, but nonetheless his or her self-interests
may be at stake when making a decision on behalf of the company, it has been
left to the courts to assess ex post facto the fairness of dealings that allegedly
violated &duciary dut ies (Eisenberg 2000).

The fact that courts are theprimary lawmakers and law enforcers with regards

25Note that in the U.S. corporate law falls within the jurisdict ion of the states. State law also
governs securit ies unless they are issued, disseminated or traded across state borders, in which
case federal securit ies regulat ion applies.
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to &duciary dut iesposesa puzzle. A super&cial applicat ion of our theory onemight
imply that we should observe regulators in an area, where law is as incomplete as
is thecase for &duciary dut ies. Closer inspect ion, however, reveals that our theory
helps explain why it may be opt imal to allocate LMLE power to courts in these
cases rather than to regulators. Regulat ion is not cost less. The cost of regulat ion
includes the social cost of regulatory errors that restricts potent ially bene&cial
act ion and the cost of maintaining a regulatory apparatus. Incurring such costs
can be just i&ed when regulat ion substant ially improves the e¤ect iveness of law
enforcement. This is the case in part icular when react ive law enforcement alone
is unlikely to prevent substant ial harms, but proact ive enforcement could do so.

Applying these considerat ions to the case of &duciary dut ies, it is &rst appar-
ent that unlike disclosure requirements, the requirements for proper con! ict free
conduct by directors and managers is hard to st ipulate or standardize ex ante.
Treatment would thus have to be more idiosyncrat ic than is thecase for disclosure
requirements, which is systemat ic and uniform to all applicants. Moreover, the
regulator launches an invest igat ion only when there is evidence for apparent mis-
conduct . The cost of an extensive regulatory regime, which would be needed to
e¤ect ively monitor behavior would thus be substant ial. In addit ion, given the dif-
&cult iesof assessing the likely impact of managerial act ion on shareholder rightsat
the t ime they are taken, there is a substant ial danger of regulatory errors. These
combined costs seem to outweigh the potent ial bene&ts of enforcing managerial
misconduct with the help of a proact ive law enforcer. Violat ions of &duciary duty
typically harm shareholders of a corporat ion. In contrast to systemic misrepre-
sentat ion of informat ion on the securit ies market , which may undermine general
investor con&dencein &nancial markets, however, they do not harm part iesbeyond
the corporat ion in quest ion.

Thus, incompleteness of law alone is not su¢ cient to just ify the establishment
of a regulator, but requires addit ional factors. Our model predicts that given
that law is incomplete, regulators as proact ive law enforcers are superior to courts
when undeterred action can cause substant ial negat ive consequences and when
these consequences outweigh the cost of mistakes in regulat ion. Where this is
not the case, lawmaking and law enforcement by courts may be superior, i.e.
allocat ing LMLEP to courts in these cases will be welfare enhancing.
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7. Conclusion

In thispaper weintroducethetheory of incomplete law. Start ing from thepremise
that law is inherent ly incomplete, wearguethat for law enforcement to bee¤ect ive,
LMLE powers should be allocated to di¤erent agents as they perform di¤erent
funct ions. We discuss two regimes, a court regime and a regulatory regime. We
de&ne courts as react ive law enforcers and regulators are proact ive law enforcers.
Regulators can design rules and init iate law enforcement without having to wait
for others to bring a case to their attent ion. Thisalso places them at an advantage
over courts in enforcing law ex ante, i.e. beforeharm hasbeen done, rather than ex
post . Our de&nit ion of regulators as proact ive law enforcers clearly dist inguishes
us from other literatures on regulat ion that de&ne regulat ion as any form of state
intervention.

Our model generates the following predict ions. Courts are opt imal law en-
forcers when law is more complete, or when the law is incomplete, but the costs of
regulat ion outweigh its bene&ts. This is the case, when the level of expected harm
is low, and when the act ions that shall be regulated are di¢ cult to standardize,
as this will increase the cost of regulat ion. By contrast , regulators are better law
enforcers when the law is highly incomplete, the expected level of harm including
externalit ies is substant ial, and when standardizat ion makes it feasible to contain
the cost of regulat ion. The model predicts that regulators emerge only when the
costs incurred by deterrence failure are su¢ cient ly high.

We &nd that these predict ions are consistent with the emergence of regulators
during the course of &nancial market development in England and the US. Both
countries started o¤ with a pure court regime. However, courts found themselves
increasingly in a posit ion where they could not apply the law to deter future
harm as markets grow. After some init ial reluctance to regulate share issuers (as
opposed to membersof theexchange), stock exchangesbegan to assumeregulatory
funct ions. NYSE took a much stronger posit ion early on in the process than the
LSE for reasons that are beyond the scope of this paper (Co¤ee, 2002). St ill
by the end of the 19th century, i.e. at a t ime when company stocks had clearly
taken the lead over government bonds on &nancial markets, LSE began to impose
list ing requirements and devote some resources to enforcing them. The regulatory
funct ions of (private) stock exchanges were increasingly complemented by state
regulat ion. The 1933/ 34 securit ies and exchange legislat ion in the United States
is the most visible change in this regard. We do not dist inguish between state
regulat ion and private self-regulat ion for the purpose of this paper, but we intend
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to address this issue in future research.
The evidence we have presented here and in our companion paper (Pistor &

Xu, 2002a) usesin-depth casestudies. Wehavenot tested our theory morebroadly
using data from a large sample of countries. However, the predict ions we make in
this paper seem to be largely consistent with a recent study by La Porta, Lopez-
de-Silanes and Shleifer (2002). They use data from 49 countries to test the impact
of di¤erent approaches to securit ies market regulat ion on market development. A
major &nding of their study is that allocat ing extensive investigatory powers to
a securit ies market regulator (the Supervisor in their terminology) is posit ively
correlated with &nancial market development. By contrast , imposing criminal
sanct ions on issuers or their representat ives does not have a measurable impact.

Applying our theoret ical framework, theseresultsseem to suggest that criminal
sanct ions do not e¤ect ively deter, or put di¤erent ly, we observe deterrence failure
despite the fact that courts have the power to enforce even criminal sanct ions
against violators of the law. By contrast , proact ive law enforcement, including
the power of an agent to enjoin act ions, to demand addit ional informat ion and to
invest igate wrongdoings, i.e. funct ions performed by a regulator in our model, is
posit ively correlated with &nancial market development. This seems to support
our proposit ion that react ive law enforcement is not su¢ cient to deter harmful
act ions even if the level of punishment is fairly high, because of the incomplete
law problem. The invent ion of a regulator with proactive law enforcement powers
was therefore crucial for the development of stock markets.

An important insight from our analysis is that the design of law and the
allocat ion of residual lawmaking and law enforcement powers are highly interde-
pendent. As st ipulated at the outset , for the purpose of this analysis we have
assumed away polit ical considerat ions, corruption and regulatory capture. This
approach has allowed us to focus on the incompleteness of law and the design of
alternat ive lawmaking and law enforcement inst itut ions. Important ly, we have
shown that because law is incomplete, deterrence failure may occur even in a
world with law enforcers that do not face incent ive problems. Our conjecture is
that adding incent ive problems is likely to exacerbate these problems. In fact,
incomplete law may be a major source of many of these problems. In our view a
deeper understanding of the polit ical economy of lawmaking and law enforcement
requires an understanding of the underlying problem that law is incomplete.
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A ppendix A

Proof of Proposit ion 4.3: Subst itute the (IC) into the object ive funct ion,

SW =
1

4xS

Z x

¡ x

Z ¹ + S

¹ ¡ S

0

@

0

@ (1 ¡ h) s
³

s
2¿q

´
¡ q¿

³
s

2¿q + "
´ 2

¡ ¿´ s (1 ¡ q)

1

A + s(b+ w) ¡
Ã
x

1

A dsd"

then from the &rst order condit ion d
d¿SW (¿) = 0, the solut ion is :

¿ =
1

2q(x2q+ 3´ ¹ (1 ¡ q))

q
q(x2q+ 3´ ¹ (1 ¡ q)) (3¹ 2 + S2) (2h ¡ 1):

Subst itut ing this funct ion into ±, we have the result . With q = 1 in the above
calculat ion, we get the second best result .

Proof of Proposit ion 4.4 and Lemma 4.5: Given equilibrium social wel-
fare

SWi (±; ¿) = ¹ (b+ w) ¡ 2¿
µ

´ ¹ (1 ¡ q) +
1
3

x2q
¶

¡
Ã
x

we have
d

d¹ SWi = b+ w ¡ 2´ ¿(1 ¡ q)
d2

d¹ 2 SWi = ¡ 2´ (1 ¡ q) d¿
d¹ < 0, that is SWi is concave in ¹ .

It isobvious to see that d¿
d¹ > 0. Then from d

d¹ SWi , thereexist ¹ ¤, which makes

d
d¹ SWi (¹ ¤) = 0, or it sat is&es ¿(¹ ¤) = b+ w

2´ (1¡ q) . Therefore, d
d¹ SWi

8
><

>:

<
=
>

9
>=

>;
0, if

¹
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><

>:

>
=
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9
>=

>;
¹ ¤:

limq! 1
d

d¹ SWi = b+ w ¡ x¹
q

2h¡ 1
3¹ 2+ S2

d
dw SWi = ¹ ; d

dbSWi = ¹ ; d
dh SWi = ¡ 1

6
3¹ 2+ S2

¿q ; d
dSSWi = ¡ 1

6S2h¡ 1
¿q < 0

Proof of Lemma 5.1: Subst itute®(±¤) and ±¤into SW (k). kR is thesolut ion
of the following FOC of the program:
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Comparat ive stat ic results are the following: @
@bkR = 1 + 1

1+ w+ h(b¡ 1) h >

0; @2

@b@h kR = 1
(1+ w+ h(b¡ 1))2 h (1 ¡ b) + 1
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@¹ kR = 1
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@h kR = ¡ 1
1+ w+ h(b¡ 1) (1 ¡ b) <

0; @
@ckR = ¡ 1

c < 0.
Proof of Proposit ion 5.2: d

dh SWR = ¡ (1 ¡ b)
³
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1+ w¡ h(1¡ b)

´
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d
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³
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1+ w¡ h(1¡ b) > 0

d
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d¹ 2 SWR = c ®
¹ 2 > 0

Proof of Proposit ion 5.5: Let eb¡ 1 (1 + w ¡ h (1 ¡ b)) = c and (b+ w) >
x
3
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However, SWi is concave and is single peaked in ¹ ; and SWR is a convex increas-
ing funct ion of ¹ for ¹ > 1, thereexistsa ¹ ¤ > 1 such that at ¹ ¤, SWR = SWi and
d
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Proof of Proposit ion 5.8: Given ¹ > c 1+ w+ hb
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Proof of Proposit ion 5.9: Not ice that for any b 2 (0; 1) ; w; h; c > 0, we
have
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Thus, similar to the argument in the proof of the above proposit ion, there must
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A ppendix B

Example 7.1. Thefollowing simulat ion resultsdemonstratethat (p¶; ¿¶) areboth
increasing in ¹ and a break down caused by deterrence failure is avoided. In the
following simulat ions, the parameter values are set as

q x S h ´ c b w Ã
.5 1 1 2 6 1 1 9 0

The following &gure illustrates that when ¹ is low (¹ = 4), opt imal p and ¿ are
relat ively low (q+ p ' :87; ¿ ' 2:1).

Similarly, we can demonstrate that when ¹ is high (e.g. ¹ = 100), opt imal p
and ¿ are relat ively high (q + p ' :94; ¿ ' 46). This avoids a decline in social
welfare when ¹ is high (for the same parameters the opt imal SWi (¹ = 100) is
much lower than this and is lower than SWi (¹ < 100) when q is exogenously
given as 0.9). The result ing simulat ion picture is very similar, only that the value
of the variables di¤ers. The &gure is therefore omit ted.
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Example 7.2. This example shows that the regulatory regime is less sensit ive to
changes in h: Thus, when h is high, a regulatory regime is better and vice versa.
In part icular, when h is lower than h¤ (¹ ) ; a court regime is more e¢ cient . By
contrast , when h is higher, a regulatory regime is more e¢ cient . Moreover, h¤

decreases in ¹ : h¤ ' 1:7 when ¹ = 4 (the &gure on the left ).

q+ p x S ¹ ´ c b w Ã
.83 1 1 4 6 1 .5 9 0

While h¤ ' 1:1 when ¹ = 100 (then the corresponding completeness of the law
is .994) (the &gure on the right). The result that h¤ decreases in ¹ implies that
holding everything else constant , a larger ¹ gives regulators a greater advantage
while a lower ¹ favors courts.

Example 7.3. This example shows that regulatory a regime is more sensit ive
than a court regime to changes in b so that when b > b¤ (¹ ), SW¶ > SWR and
vice versa. Moreover, b¤ decreases in ¹ : b¤ ' 0:6 if ¹ = 4 (the &gure on the left ).

q+ p x S ¹ ´ c h w Ã
.8435 1 1 4 6 1 1.3 9 0

With b¤ ' 0:5; if ¹ = 100 then the corresponding completeness of the law is .9926
(see &gure on the right). The result that b¤ decreases in ¹ implies that , ceteris
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paribus, a larger ¹ places regulators at an advantage over courts; conversely, a
lower ¹ implies that a court regime is superior.

Example 7.4. This example shows that a regulatory regime is less sensit ive to
changes in w so that when w < w¤ a regulatory regime dominates; by contrast,
when w > w¤; a regulatory regime dominates. Moreover, w¤ increases in ¹ :
w¤ ' 7:5 when ¹ = 4 (the &gure on the left ).

q+ p x S ¹ ´ c h b Ã
.8435 1 1 4 6 1 1.3 .5 0

However, when ¹ = 100; w¤ ' 9:5. (then the corresponding completeness of the
law is .9926) (the &gure on the right).
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